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Abstract

Nerf dart safety and terminal ballistics are detailed. Safety case studies are discussed. Common
safety rules at Nerf wars are analyzed. Past safety tests are summarized. A parameter called “kinetic
energy density” (KED) is introduced to characterize the risk a Nerf dart poses. KED values to cause
various injuries are detailed, as are common KED limits in the safety literature. Objective and subjective
safety testing are detailed.

1 Introduction

Safety is a paramount issue in Nerf. Most existing safety rules are not based on science, rather, they
are based on the subjective experiences of Nerf war organizers. In general, these rules are somewhat
uncertain, as they are not based on solid data. Many of these safety rules are too restrictive, banning
blasters that pose no safety risk. Some rules are not restrictive enough, banning certain blasters or darts
only, opening the door for a new or unfamiliar blaster that is dangerous. Some are outright dangerous,
like the policy of one university’s HvZ group to test all guns by shooting someone in the eye point-blank.
Some are inconsistent, like the common rule that a blaster must be tested by shooting an war organizer or
the gun’s owner. Such tests are not blinded, leading to placebo pain (i.e., an organizer could complain
simply because they imagine the gun would hurt). Additionally, people’s pain tolerances vary considerably,
and a particular gun’s owner could be particularly tough, allowing a dangerous gun into play. Thus,
there is a need for objective data and tests to inform Nerf dart safety rules.

Most of the traditional terminal and wound ballistics literature is not useful for Nerf. This literature
focuses on the ability of bullets to cause death or life-threatening injury and forensics. All those topics
are totally foreign to Nerf. Thus, we can not draw on the traditional literature for clues about Nerf dart
safety. I draw on a wide variety of data and models from the ballistics and wounding literature.

Non-dart related risks. Darts are not the only safety issue in Nerf wars, but they perhaps are the only
unique safety issue. I do not focus on injuries sustained during fabrication or during wars when the
cause was not a dart. For example, tripping when running, twisting your ankle, using machine tools
in a way that could cause harm, and cutting your hand on poorly sanded plastic, are examples of not
uncommon injuries associated with Nerf. These sorts of injuries are avoidable if safety procedures are
followed. Proper eye protection and other safety practices when machining are essential, as is being
careful during a war. This report examines safety issues posed by darts, as this is where most of the
concern lies, regardless of whether or not this concern is misplaced.

Some particular (not immediately obvious) risks posed by Nerf blasters include the risk from barrel
tapping with metal barrels, i.e., tapping someone with the end of your barrel as an alternative to shooting
them at close range. With metal barrels, this can cut the recipient of the tap. Many risks are also associated
with pressurized tanks bursting, and some of these risks are not obvious. Some plastic tanks can produce
shrapnel during failure. Less obvious is that the loud noise that can occur when a bladder or pressurized
tank bursts can cause hearing loss and tinnitus. Again, these scenarios are beyond the scope of this report.

What does “safety” mean?



2 Injury case studies

While the overwhelming majority of Nerf dart impacts are safe, as can be verified by attending any Nerf
war, numerous impacts that caused injury have been discussed on the internet. To be absolutely clear, it
is not my intention in this section to argue that Nerf is an unsafe hobby. The examples I list here are the
worst-case, and it’d be a misrepresentation to say that these cherry-picked cases represent what should be
expected in Nerf. I also hope my willingness to compile a list of these injuries is seen as evidence that
Nerfers take safety seriously and want to improve the already good safety record of the hobby.

Unfortunately, precise data characterizing the dart and gun exist for few of the cases I mention here. I try
to fill in the gaps with reasonable guesses when possible.

Finally, for the sake of clarity, I define injury as “any physical damage to the body”. This includes minor
injuries like welting as well as major injuries such as fractured teeth. I’ll also include loss of consciousness
under this definition.

Teeth. I am aware of two reports of a Nerf gun knocking a tooth out.

Eyes.

Loss of consciousness.

Broken bones.

Broken skin.

3 Safety rules at Nerf wars

4 Kinetic energy density

Kinetic energy density, more commonly KED, is a measure of how safe a dart is. KED is defined as
follows:

T
′′
k ≡

Tk

Amin
, (1)

where

T
′′
k is the kinetic energy density,

Tk is the dart’s kinetic energy, and

Amin is the minimum impact surface area.

For darts where the minimum impact surface area is the projected frontal area of the dart, the following
versions of the KED definition can be used:
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where

m is the dart mass,

Vm is the dart muzzle velocity, and
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d is the diameter of the dart.

Typical KED values for a variety of stock and modified Nerf guns along with non-Nerf balls are given in
table 1.

4.1 Projectile shape effects

Most of the data presented here is for spheres. The impact area of a sphere is smaller than that of
something closer to a flat cylinder, like a typical homemade Nerf dart. Thus, these levels may be seen as
somewhat conservative.

4.2 What makes a safe dart? / KED justification

Intuitively, the safety of a dart depends on the dart’s mass, the dart’s muzzle velocity (the maximum
speed the dart will move at unless it is shot down a tall cliff or something similar), the minimum impact
area, the hardness of the dart tip, and the thickness of the dart tip. Heavier darts are less safe; they are
known to hurt more. Faster darts are known to hurt more. Darts with pointy tips are known to hurt more
and can readily penetrate flesh. Harder tips hurt more than soft tips.

The KED formula fits out intuition except with regard to tip softness. KED says nothing about the softness
of the tip. A different dynamic analysis must be used in that case to account for the extra KED the dart
can have while maintaining the same transmitted KED.

A mathematical derivation of the KED is given in §4.3.10.

4.3 KED limits

Risk functions give the probability of causing damage or injury for a particular impact scenario as a
function of KED. For example, a risk function for breaking skin would give you the probability that you
break skin from a dart impact as a function of KED. A critical KED value is the KED value where the
probability of damaging something is 50%. Critical KED values are given the notation T

′′
crit.

All values for damaging the human body detailed below should be thought of as estimates. Use generous
safety factors and choose low-risk KED limits. This information is provided to put the power of a Nerf
gun into perspective so that this power may be fully respected. I do not intend to give the impression
that damaging the body is difficult in Nerf, in fact, I want to give the opposite impression so that we can
improve safety in this hobby.

4.3.1 Toy standards

Hasbro’s SRS-045 [Fis99] sets a KED limit of 1.6 mJ/mm2 for projectiles with a KE over 80 mJ. This
limitation is based on ISO #8124, specifically section 4.18 [Bli10; Int09]. Hasbro usually designs for 20%
under this limit to account for manufacturing variations [Bli05]. Despite this, as seen in table 1, several
Nerf blasters released by Hasbro appear to have KEDs higher than 1.6 mJ/mm2 when tested.

4.3.2 Eye injury

Eye injury is possibly the worst injury one could suffer from a Nerf dart. Additionally, eye injury is the
best studied of all the injuries detailed here. Risk functions for a variety of different types of eye injuries
have been developed [KD11]. These functions include:

• corneal abrasion — scratching the cornea
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dart type m dtip Vm T
′′
k source

(g) (inch) (ft/s) (mJ/mm2)
Longshot (stock) CSD 1.34† 0.465† 55 1.3 [Ner10]
Recon (stock) CSD 1.34† 0.465† 50 1.1 [Ner10]
Vulcan (stock) sonic micros 1.5 0.465 34 0.74 [All11]
Nitefinder (stock, original) sonic micros 1.5 0.465 50 1.6 [jer11]
RapidStrike CS-18 (stock) Elite streamlines 1.0 0.465 109 5.1 [Foa13]
Retaliator (stock, no barrel ext.) Elite streamlines 1.0 0.465 75 2.4 [Foa13]
Retaliator (stock, barrel ext.) Elite streamlines 1.0 0.465 69 2.0 [Foa13]
Firestrike (stock) Elite streamlines 1.0 0.465 74 2.3 [Foa13]
Rough Cut 2x4 (stock) Elite streamlines 1.0 0.465 61 1.6 [Foa13]
Triad EX-3 (stock) Elite streamlines 1.0 0.465 61 1.6 [Foa13]
Strongarm (stock) Elite streamlines 1.0 0.465 65 1.8 [Foa13]
Alpha Trooper CS-12 (stock) Elite streamlines 1.0 0.465 61 1.6 [Foa13]
Stryfe (stock) Elite streamlines 1.0 0.465 64 1.7 [Foa13]
Hammershot (stock) Elite streamlines 1.0 0.465 66 1.8 [Foa13]
Magstrike (stock) Elite streamlines 1.0 0.465 61 1.6 [Foa13]
JT Splatmaster Z100 (stock) Elite streamlines 1.0 0.465 128 6.9 [tor14]
Modified Recon CSD 1.34† 0.465† 80 2.8 [Ner10]
Modified Recon CSD 1.34† 0.465† 96 4.0 [Ner10]
Modified Longshot CSD 1.34† 0.465† 132 7.6 [Ner10]
Brass Breech Longshot CSD 1.34† 0.465† 210 19 [Ner10]
Brass Breech Recon CSD 1.34† 0.465† 108 5.1 [Ner10]
3B (k26 and perfect seal) #6 washer slugs 1.0 0.53 175 10 [Bea10]
SNAP 5 with hopper #6 washer slugs 1.0 0.53 190 12 [Bea10]
SNAP 2 with hopper #6 washer slugs 1.0 0.53 200 13 [Bea10]
PAC with hopper #6 washer slugs 1.0 0.53 200 13 [Bea10]
Singled +bow #6 washer slugs 1.0 0.53 210 14 [Bea10]
Modified SM 1500 #6 washer slugs 1.0 0.53 250 20 [Bea10]
Modified Big Blast #6 washer slugs 1.0 0.53 350 40 [Bea10]
Crossbow with brass barrel stefans 0.7 0.53 200 9.1 [mad09]
Singled Titan stefans 1.2† 0.53 365 52 [Jab06]
Modified Nitefinder stefans 1.2† 0.53 72 2.0 [Jab06]
Singled SM5K stefans 1.2† 0.53 282 31 [Jab06]
Doomsayer (weak spring) stefans 1.18 0.53 108 4.5 [Foa14]
Strongarm (AR removed) Elite streamlines 1.0 0.465 74 2.3 [tor14]
Alpha Trooper CS-12 (AR removed) Elite streamlines 1.0 0.465 74 2.3 [tor14]
Triad EX-3 (stronger spring) Elite streamlines 1.0 0.465 83 2.9 [tor14]
Retaliator (no barrel ext., etc.?) Elite streamlines 1.0 0.465 112 5.3 [tor14]
Retaliator (barrel ext., etc.?) Elite streamlines 1.0 0.465 95 3.8 [tor14]
ping pong ball — 2.5 0.59∗ 147 14 [SS89]
paintball (at common safety limit) — 2.5 0.68 280 66 [DD04]
airsoft (at common safety limit) — 0.2 0.24 350 40 [Wik14a]
tennis ball — 57 2.63 160 20 [tea01; Ele00]
lacrosse ball (fast) — 147 2.47 147 48 [Wik14c]
golf ball (average golfer) — 45.93 1.68 195 57 [Wik14b]

Table 1: Typical KED values for different blasters and non-Nerf items.
† This value is a possibly poor guess.
∗ This is the impact diameter, not the ball diameter.
? Air restrictor removed, stronger spring.
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Figure 1: Probabilities of various injuries from projectile impact as a function of KED.

0.1% 1% 5% 10% 25% 50% 75% 90% 95% 99% 99.9%
corneal abrasion 0.20 0.40 0.67 0.83 1.1 1.5 1.8 2.2 2.3 2.7 3.0
hyphema 0.40 1.3 3.1 4.5 7.5 11.8 16.8 21.9 25.1 31.3 38.5
lens damage 3.4 6.1 9.1 10.9 14.0 17.4 20.6 23.4 24.9 27.7 30.7
retinal damage 3.1 5.8 9.0 10.9 14.2 18.0 21.6 24.8 26.6 29.8 33.2
globe rupture 11.5 17.3 22.9 26.0 31.0 36.1 40.8 44.6 46.6 50.3 54.0
bruising 3.7 6.5 9.6 11.4 14.6 18.0 21.3 24.1 25.7 28.5 31.4
breaking skin 33.4 59.5 89.5 107.2 137.9 171.9 204.5 232.2 248.0 276.3 305.8
breaking bone ~200

Table 2: KED values in mJ/mm2 for certain levels of risk.

• hyphema —

• lens damage —

• retinal damage —

• globe rupture —

These risk functions (and others) are plotted in figure 1. Computed probabilities of injury from these risk
functions including the critical KED value (50% probability) are listed in table 2.

The risk functions themselves are of the form

Pinjury(T
′′
k ) = 1− exp

−(T
′′
k

α

)β
 , (3)

where α and β are model constants that change for each scenario. These are given for a variety of different
scenarios in table 3.
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α β
(mJ/mm2)

corneal abrasion 1.67 3.23
hyphema 14.23 1.94
lens damage 19.01 4.04
retinal damage 19.83 3.74
globe rupture 38.52 5.73
bruising 19.68 4.13
breaking skin 188.4 3.99

Table 3: KED risk function parameters.

4.3.3 Bruising and welting

Welting occurs before bruising. There is little hard data available on welts. What is certain is that welts
occur before bruising. Based on some small tests (N = 2) performed by catbarf at the HvZ forums [cat12],
a KED of about 12 mJ/mm2 will cause welting. This is definitely not the minimum value, as carbarf only
did two shots, both of which had approximately the same muzzle velocity, and both of which caused
welts to appear.

There is some limited data on bruising. Desmoulin and Anderson [DA11] did some simple tests that can
be used to find an approximate risk function for bruising. Unfortunately, they only tested one person and
only had 6 data points, so the risk function is very approximate, but it is the best that can be constructed
with the available data. This risk function is graphed in figure 1. There are tabulated values of this risk
function in table 2 and the coefficients of the risk function used are listed in table 3.

The risk function for bruising is very close to those for lens damage and retinal damage, as can be see in
figure 1. Thus, it appears that bruising is a good proxy for whether a Nerf gun could cause significant
damage to unprotected eyes, as others had suspected in the past.

4.3.4 Breaking skin

Sellier and Kneubuehl [SK94, p. 222] analyze multiple sources and suggest an average critical KED value
of about 175 mJ/mm2. DiMaio et al. [DiM+82] provide data that can be used to construct a risk function.
Their data suggests a critical KED value of 172 mJ/mm2, which is consistent with others’ data. As before,
this risk function is tabulated in table 2 and the coefficients of the risk function in table 3.

These values are for skin penetration (i.e., breaking or becoming embedded in the skin), not bruising or
welting. As discussed prior to this section, bruising and welting occur are far lower KED values.

4.3.5 Tooth damage

4.3.6 Breaking bone

Data summarized by Sellier and Kneubuehl [SK94, p. 231] leads to an average critical KED value of about
200 mJ/mm2. Sellier and Kneubuehl [SK94, p. 231] also suggest that a critical KED limit does not fit the
data well for bone, and rather a critical velocity of about 60 m/s fits the data better.
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4.3.7 Loss of consciousness

4.3.8 Impact rated glasses

4.3.9 Damage to clothing

4.3.10 Damage to general material

Denting metals. The material can be assumed to deformed in a simple manner as a simplification: the
projection of the impact area deforms like a linear spring and nothing else deforms [Bei08]. This basic
scenario is demonstrated in figure 2.

At the moment of impact, the surface and the dart move forward as one. If the mass of the part of
the surface that is moving is far lower than the mass of the dart, then that mass can be ignored in the
calculation.

How much energy per unit volume can a material absorb before permanently deforming (i.e., denting, or
yielding as it’s called to engineers)? This energy is called Ur, the modulus of resilience if the linear spring
model is used. If the impact area multiplied by the thickness (the minimum amount of material involved
in the impact) multiplied by the modulus of resilience is larger than the kinetic energy of the projectile,
the projectile is fully defeated; the target will not even be dented.

This energy can be found with Hooke’s law and the work-energy theorem (the latter after being normalized
per unit volume). σy is the yield stress and εy is the yield strain,

W =
∫

Fdx −→ W
L3︸︷︷︸

W ′′′

=
∫ F

L2︸︷︷︸
σ

dx
L︸︷︷︸
d ε

−→W
′′′
=
∫

σd ε (4)

σ = Eε (5)

Ur =
∫ εy

0
σd ε =

∫ σy
E

0
Eεd ε =

[
Eε2

2

] σy
E

0
=

σ2
y

2E
(6)

This material property can be multiplied by the thickness of the material to find a critical KED value for
that material for yielding.

T
′′
crit = Urt =

tσ2
y

2E
(7)

Note that yielding really only is denting; if the KED value is less than the critical KED value, the material
will completely defeat the projectile without any denting (unless fatigue is considered). This information
can be directly used to determine whether eye-wear will protect against a dart.

Material penetration. If the KED value is greater than the critical KED value, all that can be said is that
at least the material will be slightly dented. Potentially the projectile could dent or fracture the target and
bounce off. Potentially the projectile could be embedded in the target. Potentially the projectile could
pass completely through the sheet. This analysis offers little indication about which is more likely. Sellier
and Kneubuehl [SK94] have some information about projectiles moving through objects they impact.
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The dart impacts the surface

The dart starts compressing the surface

The dart stops

The dart reverses direction

The dart is heading for a surface

The dart bounces off

Figure 2: Dart impact modeled as a simple linear spring. Boxed area is the area under stress. No other area
experiences stress in this model.
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Material defeat. Different critical KED values for complete defeat of the material (i.e., shooting through
a material) can be found most accurately experimentally or via finite element analysis. Very rough
estimates can be found from analysis similar to that for the linear elastic case. The difference is that
instead of just integrating the strain out to the yielding point, you integrate out to the ultimate point.

Future directions. The data for welting and bruising is inadequate. Future tests to determine what KED
values will welt and bruise would be very worthwhile and not difficult to do for someone with an airgun
(such that the power can be widely varied), a small scale, and a chronograph.

4.3.11 Notes

A note for the squeamish. Most of the references containing critical KED data also have photographs
of gunshot wounds that some readers may find to be disturbing. Don’t look at these references if you are
squeamish.

Why do serious eye injuries appear to be rare in the NIC and HvZ? Given how little energy is
required for serious eye damage, I’m not entirely sure why serious eye injuries are so rare. I’d guess
that it’s a combination of the eyes having very little surface area, a lot of folks wearing (seeing) glasses
or impact-rated eye protection, people trying to avoid head shots, that most eye shots are probably not
direct, and that most shots are at a distance, so that darts lose energy to drag. The eye tests represent the
worst-case scenario, as they are point-blank direct shots at the eyes.

Other notations. Sellier and Kneubuehl [SK94] use E
′
ths for the critical kinetic energy density. “ths”

refers to a threshold; this is the threshold to start penetrating something. This notation’s use of a prime
does not make sense as the primes in this context generally denote normalization with respect to one
length. Two primes are necessary for normalization with respect to an area (i.e., a length squared).

4.4 Effect of soft tips on darts

4.4.1 Effect of elasticity

4.5 Metal-free darts

5 Safety testing

5.1 Objective testing

Chronograph, scale, and calipers. A chronograph, a small scale, and potentially some calipers can be
used to find KED. Measure the muzzle velocity of the blaster, the mass of the dart, and the diameter of
the dart. These numbers can be directly plugged into the KED equation.

Ballistic pendulum. A ballistic pendulum can be used to directly find the kinetic energy of the dart,
and from there the KED can be found by dividing the KE by the minimum area. A ballistic pendulum is
far easier to build than a homemade chronograph, as it only involves a pendulum and some weighted
target for the projectile. A styrofoam target should work nicely for Nerf applications.

Material penetration. Using the information in the “Damage to material” section above, one can figure
out what thickness of a certain material is necessary to dent it. Practically speaking, however, this is not
useful as denting any material a Nerf gun could easily shoot through like cardboard is very simple.
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Empirical testing with a sheet of cardboard, aluminum foil, or something similar can find the KED
necessary to penetrate the sheet, and this sheet can then be used to test whether the KED of a blaster is
below or above a certain limit.

5.2 Subjective tests

6 Suggestions for Nerfers

7 Material properties

7.1 Conversion from hardness to modulus of elasticity

Special thanks

Special thanks to Blood Angel at NerfHaven for some useful discussions by private message which
improved the quality of this report.

Future directions

I have a few planned sections for this document:

• a section on the effect of material damping, that is, energy converted to heat due to internal friction.

• a section analyzing Nerf gun safety data from NEISS, a database of product injury reports.

• a section analyzing the effect of clothing on KED limits (clothing increases the KED limit for skin).

• a table
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\begin{abstract}
Nerf dart safety and terminal ballistics are detailed. Safety case studies are discussed. Common safety rules at Nerf wars are analyzed. Past safety tests are summarized. A parameter called ``kinetic energy density'' (KED) is introduced to characterize the risk a Nerf dart poses. KED values to cause various injuries are detailed, as are common KED limits in the safety literature. Objective and subjective safety testing are detailed.
\end{abstract}

% https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/nij/grants/236909.pdf

% http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=23892

% TODO: Add the following to Zotero:
% https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n0jL37pttiE
% http://www.amazon.com/Global-Vision-Outfitter-Motorcycle-Glasses/dp/B000NOKNKA/
% http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=22988&view=findpost&p=59042
% http://forums.humansvszombies.org/index.php/topic,5469.msg58369.html#msg58369

% TODO: Ask the CPSC for info about Nerf dart safety. National Injury Information Clearinghouse
% https://www.cpsc.gov/Research--Statistics/NEISS-Injury-Data/
% Scroll down to "Query NEISS"
% 
% ==> 5001, Other toy weapons (projectile)
% ==> 1365, Water toys (?)
% ==> 5006, Other toy guns (Water guns)
% ==> 1399 is good ==> get all data from 2002 through 2012? (DONE)
%Toy weapons
%Choose among:
%Gas, air or spring-operated guns
%(incl. BB guns) ................................... 1237
%Slingshots or sling-propelled toys ........ 1352
%Toy bows or arrows ............................. 1338
%Toy caps, cap toys or cap guns ........... 5015
%Toy guns with projectiles ..................... 1399
%Other toy guns ..................................... 5006
%Other toy weapons (nonprojectile) ...... 1389
%Other toy weapons (projectile)............. 5001
%If type of toy gun is not
%specifically identified,
%Use: Toy guns, not specified ............... 1390
%If type of toy weapon is not
%specifically identified,
%Use: Toy weapons, not specified ......... 5007

% http://www.saferproducts.gov/Search/default.aspx

%[16:57] <Split> gotcha. i figured it'd be really useful in determining if one dart is safer than another or not
%[16:57] <Split> been evaluating darts based on peak force and total energy transfered
%[16:57] <Split> errr, peak pressure i mean
%[16:58] <Ryan201821> that is very true. It's at least a lot easier than empirical testing in terms of actually drawing a conclusion.
%[16:58] <Split> ben likes "kinetic energy density", which is what hasbro uses, but there aren't any really good sources for just welts and bruises, only for blowing up skin, eyes and teeth
%[16:58] <Ryan201821> gotcha.
%[16:59] <Split> eh, it's no longer empirical testing when you're shooting someone point blank. the muzzle velocity varies a lot, pain tolerances and perception make the whole thing very subjective

% Some links about wound ballistics for real weaponry:
% http://www.rathcoombe.net/sci-tech/ballistics/modeling.html
% http://www.rathcoombe.net/sci-tech/ballistics/wounding.html
% http://www.firearmstactical.com/wound.htm
% http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terminal_ballistics
% http://www.beemans.net/airgun%20ballistics.htm
% http://www.navweaps.com/index_nathan/index_nathan.htm

% TODO: Discuss wide variability of human pain and injury tolerances.
% TODO: Investigate danger from ricochets.

\section{Introduction}

Safety is a paramount issue in Nerf. Most existing safety rules are not based on science, rather, they are based on the subjective experiences of Nerf war organizers. In general, these rules are somewhat uncertain, as they are not based on solid data. Many of these safety rules are too restrictive, banning blasters that pose no safety risk. Some rules are not restrictive enough, banning certain blasters or darts only, opening the door for a new or unfamiliar blaster that is dangerous. Some are outright dangerous, like the policy of one university's HvZ group to test all guns by shooting someone in the eye point-blank. Some are inconsistent, like the common rule that a blaster must be tested by shooting an war organizer or the gun's owner. Such tests are not blinded, leading to placebo pain (i.e., an organizer could complain simply because they \textit{imagine} the gun would hurt). Additionally, people's pain tolerances vary considerably, and a particular gun's owner could be particularly tough, allowing a dangerous gun into play. Thus, there is a need for objective data and tests to inform Nerf dart safety rules. % TODO: Add citation for eye shot: http://forums.humansvszombies.org/index.php/topic,1175.msg10144.html#msg10144

Most of the traditional terminal and wound ballistics literature is not useful for Nerf. This literature focuses on the ability of bullets to cause death or life-threatening injury and forensics. All those topics are totally foreign to Nerf. Thus, we can not draw on the traditional literature for clues about Nerf dart safety. I draw on a wide variety of data and models from the ballistics and wounding literature.

\paragraph{Non-dart related risks.} Darts are not the only safety issue in Nerf wars, but they perhaps are the only unique safety issue. I do not focus on injuries sustained during fabrication or during wars when the cause was not a dart. For example, tripping when running, twisting your ankle, using machine tools in a way that could cause harm, and cutting your hand on poorly sanded plastic, are examples of not uncommon injuries associated with Nerf. These sorts of injuries are avoidable if safety procedures are followed. Proper eye protection and other safety practices when machining are essential, as is being careful during a war. This report examines safety issues posed by darts, as this is where most of the concern lies, regardless of whether or not this concern is misplaced.

Some particular (not immediately obvious) risks posed by Nerf blasters include the risk from barrel tapping with metal barrels, i.e., tapping someone with the end of your barrel as an alternative to shooting them at close range. With metal barrels, this can cut the recipient of the tap. Many risks are also associated with pressurized tanks bursting, and some of these risks are not obvious. Some plastic tanks can produce shrapnel during failure. Less obvious is that the loud noise that can occur when a bladder or pressurized tank bursts can cause hearing loss and tinnitus. Again, these scenarios are beyond the scope of this report.

\paragraph{What does \texorpdfstring{``safety''}{"safety"} mean?}

%Zero risk is impossible. All we're doing by designing or using safer darts and implementing safety policies is reducing the probability of injury.

% Some activities which are seen as safer alternatives to Nerf may actually not be. For example, ping pong balls are known to cause bruising in some scenarios~\cite{scott_ping_1989}.

\section{Injury case studies}

While the overwhelming majority of Nerf dart impacts are safe, as can be verified by attending any Nerf war, numerous impacts that caused injury have been discussed on the internet. To be absolutely clear, it is not my intention in this section to argue that Nerf is an unsafe hobby. The examples I list here are the worst-case, and it'd be a misrepresentation to say that these cherry-picked cases represent what should be expected in Nerf. I also hope my willingness to compile a list of these injuries is seen as evidence that Nerfers take safety seriously and want to improve the already good safety record of the hobby.

Unfortunately, precise data characterizing the dart and gun exist for few of the cases I mention here. I try to fill in the gaps with reasonable guesses when possible.

Finally, for the sake of clarity, I define injury as ``any physical damage to the body''. This includes minor injuries like welting as well as major injuries such as fractured teeth. I'll also include loss of consciousness under this definition.

% TODO: list injuries in each category from dart-related-nerf-accidents.txt

\paragraph{Teeth.} I am aware of two reports of a Nerf gun knocking a tooth out. 

\paragraph{Eyes.} 

%NiborDude eye injury

\paragraph{Loss of consciousness.}

% LiterSize: http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showuser=1541
% linked from http://lglf.nerfers.com/2010/11/the-road-to-bad-pr-is-paved-with-good-intentions/
% http://chicago.cbslocal.com/2010/11/23/nerf-gun-modifications-can-be-dangerous/
% > On those videos, you see kids shoving push pins and sewing needles inside darts so the pointed ends stick out.
% 
% > Years ago, Vasquiz says he was knocked out by a modified dart that hit him on the side of his head.
% > 
% > “It was covered with hot glue and a slingshot weight inside the foam,” said Vasquiz.
% 
% http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=20475&view=findpost&p=288854
% LiterSize: > As for the hit to the temple, Talio, yeah you (who weren't there) can say that all you want, but I was the one who took the hit and there were the other folks at the war that day who freaked the crap out when I fell. Yeah, it was a freak shot and I'd been shot at plenty more before and after that last year without incident and yeah there was a whole bunch of stuff I said after that quote regarding responsibility and knowing what you're getting into, but naturally that didn't get used. It was no secret about that happening last year in our group and the news crew heard about it when they started asking if anyone had been injured. Everyone just kinda looked my way. Just like anything else the conditions were right at that time and that happened. Does it happen often? No. Did it happen? Yeah.
% 
% What's the force/pressure required to knock someone out?
% https://skeptics.stackexchange.com/questions/3451/can-one-be-knocked-down-in-one-hit-movie-style
% http://www.wildmed.com/blog/head-injuries/
% > Injuries to the temple should also heighten one’s concern because its thin-walled structure makes the local arterial blood supply particularly vulnerable. According to several online references (no reliable citations given), 80+% of all EDHs occur following a fracture to the temple.
% Perhaps LiterSize's temporal artery was hit, temporarily cutting off blood to his brain?

% Falcon: http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showuser=1022
% http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=16553
% Falcon on 18 May 2009: > I was knocked out last weekend by a nerf dart. As in blacked out from the impact.
% 
% > Just don't bring singled Titans, Plugged Big Blasts, and Singled 5K's. Oh, and let's try to stay away from homemades.
% http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=16553&view=findpost&p=231174
% > Last weekend I got hit in the forehead near my temple with one of the aforementioned banned guns, and it knocked me out. Literally. Unconscious.

% http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=10346&view=findpost&p=133215
% rokor on 20 December 2007: > Its was a one-on-one match, me .vs. him and I was using my singled Titan which he had no idea about because he is such a noob. We were playing at a park and I literally knocked him out with a head shot from 50ft away. Now he cant brag about knowing everything about nerf since a friend of mine got video of him lieing on the ground and cying when he woke up.

% http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=23892&view=findpost&p=329383
% 481IceDragon on 05 May 2013: > No pictures for this, but a friend of mine made a homemade HPA type rig, and was able to shoot Stefan's through cans of spray paint, causing them to go boom ( the whole reason he made it..) well his "trigger" was malfunctioning and he accidentally shot me right in the temple from about 4 feet away, and actually knocked me unconscious for about a minute. I also had a welt like getting stung by a hornet.

% paintball:
% http://www.pbnation.com/showthread.php?t=1292270
% http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fsu-icsiYmQ
% https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=187767847939528&id=182297645153215
% http://www.gamespot.com/forums/offtopic-discussion-314159273/i-got-a-mild-concussion-from-a-paintball-29352988/

\paragraph{Broken bones.}

% broken collar bone
% http://www.reddit.com/r/Nerf/comments/21ua7t/guess_ill_show_off_my_two_modded_airguns_to/cggm204
% Duke_Wintermaul: > I've seen a collar bone broken by a Titan
% http://www.reddit.com/r/Nerf/comments/21ua7t/guess_ill_show_off_my_two_modded_airguns_to/cggmxw9
% Duke_Wintermaul: > the collar bone incident was with #6 slugs and a small hopper
% from PM:
% > This ones going to be word of mouth. It was at an indoor war a little over a year ago. We were in an old warehouse in eastern Dayton.
% > 
% > I did not personally know the guy that got hit, nor do I still nerf with that particular group. They played it wild and loose, and almost none of the locations we played at were 'legal'.
% > 
% > Wish I could help you out, but that's all the information I have. I think the injury was a fluke, and I'm not 100% sure it was caused by a direct impact. I was on the other side of the field respawning when it happened, so even my information is 2nd hand.

\paragraph{Broken skin.}

%blood shooting out of head

% <Spice9> I pegged N9 in the lip with a slug and it cut it open (I heard).
% <Spice9> I never saw it, but the story was relayed by others.

\section{Safety rules at Nerf wars}
%Shooting self/mod rules
   %http://forums.humansvszombies.org/index.php/topic,1175.0.html
      %shooting self in the eyes
   %http://www.reddit.com/r/Nerf/comments/1b3nrj/health_and_safety/

% rules made for convenience (e.g., allowing only one type of dart or banning all homemade air guns)

%Dart mass limits are generally an effective way to improve safety, at the cost of energy efficiency of springer and pneumatic guns. The energy efficiency of a blaster is strongly controlled by the dart mass.

%Chrono testing is the most rigorous and correct.

% Commonly banned guns:
% homemade air guns
% SM5Ks
% Singled Titans
% modified water guns
% 
% TODO: Go through war threads and compile a list of banned guns and their frequencies.

% Commonly banned darts:
% "death darts" TODO: what are these?

%A minimum distance rule would be one way to improve safety while adding some challenge. Melee weapons, barrel taps, or weak side arms could be required within a certain distance. A typical Nerf dart loses about 40\% of its kinetic energy in the first 5 meters, so safety is improved by that much.
   %~/svn/ballistics/scripts/external/velocity_drop_off_distance.m
   
   %2014-03-15 handwritten notes (not scanned yet)
   
   %See PMs with Blood Angel for more.

% Idea: A head shot kills who shot the dart.

\section{Kinetic energy density}

Kinetic energy density, more commonly KED, is a measure of how safe a dart is. KED is defined as follows:

% TODO: Use T instead of E here. T --- kinetic energy. E --- elastic modulus.
\begin{equation}
T_\text{k}^{''} \equiv \frac{T_\text{k}}{A_\text{min}} \ ,
\end{equation}
where
\begin{description}
   \item[$T_\text{k}^{''}$] is the kinetic energy density,
   \item[$T_\text{k}$] is the dart's kinetic energy, and
   \item[$A_\text{min}$] is the minimum impact surface area.
\end{description}

For darts where the minimum impact surface area is the projected frontal area of the dart, the following versions of the KED definition can be used:
\begin{equation}
   T_\text{k}^{''} = \frac{\tfrac{1}{2} m V_\text{m}^2}{\tfrac{\pi}{4} d^2} = \frac{2 m}{\pi}\left(\frac{V_\text{m}}{d}\right)^2 = \frac{4 T_\text{k}}{\pi d^2} \ ,
\end{equation}
where
\begin{description}
   \item[$m$] is the dart mass,
   \item[$V_\text{m}$] is the dart muzzle velocity, and
   \item[$d$] is the diameter of the dart.
\end{description}

Typical KED values for a variety of stock and modified Nerf guns along with non-Nerf balls are given in \tabref{tab:typical-ked-values}.

\subsection{Projectile shape effects}

% darts with smooth heads, darts with flat heads, balls, discs

Most of the data presented here is for spheres. The impact area of a sphere is smaller than that of something closer to a flat cylinder, like a typical homemade Nerf dart. Thus, these levels may be seen as somewhat conservative. % TODO: Sphere noses are more aerodynamic. Discuss the tradeoff between aerodynamics and safety, but note hat the current data already is for rounded noses anyway.

%Domes are safer?
%http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=22988&view=findpost&p=59042
% pid   | author_id | author_name
% 59042 |       650 | foamsmith
% Make them with rounded foam tips, or domes. [url="http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v219/Bnerfvision/woundedleg.jpg"]That&#39;s what my leg says[/url], when shot a couple of inches away.<br />
%<br />
%Cons: More time. If it&#39;s not done perfect, your darts won&#39;t be as accurate.<br />
%<br />
%<br />
%Cut them up perfectly straight. Make sure you build some sort of template for this. <br />
%<br />
%Pros: More accurate darts<br />
%<br />
%Cons: more time<br />
%<br />
%<br />
%Burn a hole in the back of your darts, if they&#39;re going to be primarily fired from air guns. <br />
%<br />
%Pros: The dart creates a better seal inside the barrel when it&#39;s being fired. It also makes a slightly more aerodynamic dart during flight. Both result in farther shooting darts.<br />
%<br />
%Cons: More time. Darts don&#39;t perform quite as well in spring powered guns. 
   
%Flat tips are safer? They have a larger contact area when hit directly on. But the contact area varies if the hit is not direct.

% TODO: Add a bit about the effect of the dart weight shape. Washers are better because the pad will be fully compressed more evenly, whereas spherical weights are more concentrated?
% Discussion of the effect of the dart *weight* shape is here: http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=24882

\subsection{What makes a safe dart? / KED justification}

Intuitively, the safety of a dart depends on the dart's mass, the dart's muzzle velocity (the maximum speed the dart will move at unless it is shot down a tall cliff or something similar), the minimum impact area, the hardness of the dart tip, and the thickness of the dart tip. Heavier darts are less safe; they are known to hurt more. Faster darts are known to hurt more. Darts with pointy tips are known to hurt more and can readily penetrate flesh. Harder tips hurt more than soft tips.

The KED formula fits out intuition except with regard to tip softness. KED says nothing about the softness of the tip. A different dynamic analysis must be used in that case to account for the extra KED the dart can have while maintaining the same transmitted KED. % TODO: Add that to the next section

%This is why Nerf guns with bigger darts tend to be more powerful; Hasbro can get away with the higher power without compromising safety because of the larger darts.

%Why is the muzzle velocity chosen instead of the actual impact velocity? Darts will slow down from when they are shot. The velocity at 50 feet surely is much lower than the muzzle velocity. The reason to use the muzzle velocity is that the muzzle velocity represents the worst-case scenario, barring extremely fast winds and large falls, which are obviously things avoided in Nerf wars anyway.

%Note that risks from exposed metal and dart deterioration (from glues breaking down and causing e.g., metal, to be exposed) are not included in here either.

% The concept of KED was first found by Journ\'{e}e
% Journee, C., Rapport entre la force vive des balles et la gravite des bessures, qu'elles peuvent causer, Rev.d'Artillerie 70, 81-120, 1907

A mathematical derivation of the KED is given in \secref{sec:general-material-damage}.

% TODO: Add more stock data from torukmakto4.
\begin{table}
\begin{center}
\small
\begin{tabular}{llccccl}
\hline
                                          & dart type              & $m$                  & $d_\text{tip}$        & $V_\text{m}$       & $T_\text{k}^{''}$       & source                                                      \\
                                          &                        & (\si{g})             & (\si{inch})           & (\si{ft/s})        & (\si{mJ/mm^2})          &                                                             \\
\hline
Longshot (stock)                          & CSD               & \num{1.34}$^\dagger$ & \num{0.465}$^\dagger$ & \num{55}           & \num{1.3}               & \cite{sg_nerf_nerf_2010}                                    \\
Recon (stock)                             & CSD               & \num{1.34}$^\dagger$ & \num{0.465}$^\dagger$ & \num{50}           & \num{1.1}               & \cite{sg_nerf_nerf_2010}                                    \\
Vulcan (stock)                            & sonic micros      & \num{1.5}            & \num{0.465}           & \num{34}           & \num{0.74}              & \cite{allain_how_2011}                                      \\
Nitefinder (stock, original)              & sonic micros      & \num{1.5}            & \num{0.465}           & \num{50}           & \num{1.6}               & \cite{jerm781_almost_2011}                                  \\
RapidStrike CS-18 (stock)                 & Elite streamlines & \num{1.0}            & \num{0.465}           & \num{109}          & \num{5.1}               & \cite{foamdata_services_stock_2013}                         \\
Retaliator (stock, no barrel ext.)        & Elite streamlines & \num{1.0}            & \num{0.465}           & \num{75}           & \num{2.4}               & \cite{foamdata_services_stock_2013}                         \\
Retaliator (stock, barrel ext.)           & Elite streamlines & \num{1.0}            & \num{0.465}           & \num{69}           & \num{2.0}               & \cite{foamdata_services_stock_2013}                         \\
Firestrike (stock)                        & Elite streamlines & \num{1.0}            & \num{0.465}           & \num{74}           & \num{2.3}               & \cite{foamdata_services_stock_2013}                         \\
Rough Cut 2x4 (stock)                     & Elite streamlines & \num{1.0}            & \num{0.465}           & \num{61}           & \num{1.6}               & \cite{foamdata_services_stock_2013}                         \\
Triad EX-3 (stock)                        & Elite streamlines & \num{1.0}            & \num{0.465}           & \num{61}           & \num{1.6}               & \cite{foamdata_services_stock_2013}                         \\
Strongarm (stock)                         & Elite streamlines & \num{1.0}            & \num{0.465}           & \num{65}           & \num{1.8}               & \cite{foamdata_services_stock_2013}                         \\
Alpha Trooper CS-12 (stock)               & Elite streamlines & \num{1.0}            & \num{0.465}           & \num{61}           & \num{1.6}               & \cite{foamdata_services_stock_2013}                         \\
Stryfe (stock)                            & Elite streamlines & \num{1.0}            & \num{0.465}           & \num{64}           & \num{1.7}               & \cite{foamdata_services_stock_2013}                         \\
Hammershot (stock)                        & Elite streamlines & \num{1.0}            & \num{0.465}           & \num{66}           & \num{1.8}               & \cite{foamdata_services_stock_2013}                         \\
Magstrike (stock)                         & Elite streamlines & \num{1.0}            & \num{0.465}           & \num{61}           & \num{1.6}               & \cite{foamdata_services_stock_2013}                         \\
JT Splatmaster Z100 (stock)               & Elite streamlines & \num{1.0}            & \num{0.465}           & \num{128}          & \num{6.9}               & \cite{torukmakto4_chrono_2014}                              \\
\hline
Modified Recon                            & CSD               & \num{1.34}$^\dagger$ & \num{0.465}$^\dagger$ & \num{80}           & \num{2.8}               & \cite{sg_nerf_nerf_2010}                                    \\
Modified Recon                            & CSD               & \num{1.34}$^\dagger$ & \num{0.465}$^\dagger$ & \num{96}           & \num{4.0}               & \cite{sg_nerf_nerf_2010}                                    \\
Modified Longshot                         & CSD               & \num{1.34}$^\dagger$ & \num{0.465}$^\dagger$ & \num{132}          & \num{7.6}               & \cite{sg_nerf_nerf_2010}                                    \\
Brass Breech Longshot                     & CSD               & \num{1.34}$^\dagger$ & \num{0.465}$^\dagger$ & \num{210}          & \num{19}                & \cite{sg_nerf_nerf_2010}                                    \\
Brass Breech Recon                        & CSD               & \num{1.34}$^\dagger$ & \num{0.465}$^\dagger$ & \num{108}          & \num{5.1}               & \cite{sg_nerf_nerf_2010}                                    \\
3B (k26 and perfect seal)                 & \#6 washer slugs  & \num{1.0}            & \num{0.53}            & \num{175}          & \num{10}                & \cite{beaver_4_2010}                                        \\
SNAP 5 with hopper                        & \#6 washer slugs  & \num{1.0}            & \num{0.53}            & \num{190}          & \num{12}                & \cite{beaver_4_2010}                                        \\
SNAP 2 with hopper                        & \#6 washer slugs  & \num{1.0}            & \num{0.53}            & \num{200}          & \num{13}                & \cite{beaver_4_2010}                                        \\
PAC with hopper                           & \#6 washer slugs  & \num{1.0}            & \num{0.53}            & \num{200}          & \num{13}                & \cite{beaver_4_2010}                                        \\
Singled +bow                              & \#6 washer slugs  & \num{1.0}            & \num{0.53}            & \num{210}          & \num{14}                & \cite{beaver_4_2010}                                        \\
Modified SM 1500                          & \#6 washer slugs  & \num{1.0}            & \num{0.53}            & \num{250}          & \num{20}                & \cite{beaver_4_2010}                                        \\
Modified Big Blast                        & \#6 washer slugs  & \num{1.0}            & \num{0.53}            & \num{350}          & \num{40}                & \cite{beaver_4_2010}                                        \\
Crossbow with brass barrel                & stefans           & \num{0.7}            & \num{0.53}            & \num{200}          & \num{9.1}               & \cite{madmax_finished_2009}                                 \\
Singled Titan                             & stefans           & \num{1.2}$^\dagger$  & \num{0.53}            & \num{365}          & \num{52}                & \cite{jabs_titan_2006}                                      \\
Modified Nitefinder                       & stefans           & \num{1.2}$^\dagger$  & \num{0.53}            & \num{72}           & \num{2.0}               & \cite{jabs_titan_2006}                                      \\
Singled SM5K                              & stefans           & \num{1.2}$^\dagger$  & \num{0.53}            & \num{282}          & \num{31}                & \cite{jabs_titan_2006}                                      \\
Doomsayer (weak spring)                   & stefans           & \num{1.18}           & \num{0.53}            & \num{108}          & \num{4.5}               & \cite{foamdata_services_ertl_2014}                          \\
Strongarm (AR removed)                    & Elite streamlines & \num{1.0}            & \num{0.465}           & \num{74}           & \num{2.3}               & \cite{torukmakto4_chrono_2014}                              \\
Alpha Trooper CS-12 (AR removed)          & Elite streamlines & \num{1.0}            & \num{0.465}           & \num{74}           & \num{2.3}               & \cite{torukmakto4_chrono_2014}                              \\
Triad EX-3 (stronger spring)              & Elite streamlines & \num{1.0}            & \num{0.465}           & \num{83}           & \num{2.9}               & \cite{torukmakto4_chrono_2014}                              \\
Retaliator (no barrel ext., etc.$^\star$) & Elite streamlines & \num{1.0}            & \num{0.465}           & \num{112}          & \num{5.3}               & \cite{torukmakto4_chrono_2014}                              \\
Retaliator (barrel ext., etc.$^\star$)    & Elite streamlines & \num{1.0}            & \num{0.465}           & \num{95}           & \num{3.8}               & \cite{torukmakto4_chrono_2014}                              \\
\hline
ping pong ball                            & ---               & \num{2.5}            & \num{0.59}$^\ast$     & \num{147}          & \num{14}                & \cite{scott_ping_1989}                                      \\
paintball (at common safety limit)        & ---               & \num{2.5}            & \num{0.68}            & \num{280}          & \num{66}                & \cite{dyrkacz_statistics_2004}                              \\
airsoft (at common safety limit)          & ---               & \num{0.2}            & \num{0.24}            & \num{350}          & \num{40}                & \cite{wikipedia_contributors_airsoft_2014}                  \\
tennis ball                               & ---               & \num{57}             & \num{2.63}            & \num{160}          & \num{20}                & \cite{teachingtennis.com_anticipation_2001,elert_mass_2000} \\
lacrosse ball (fast)                      & ---               & \num{147}            & \num{2.47}            & \num{147}          & \num{48}                & \cite{wikipedia_contributors_lacrosse_2014}                 \\
golf ball (average golfer)                & ---               & \num{45.93}          & \num{1.68}            & \num{195}          & \num{57}                & \cite{wikipedia_contributors_golf_2014}                     \\
% TODO: add real guns?
%\multicolumn{3}{c}{}
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}
\caption{Typical KED values for different blasters and non-Nerf items. \\$^\dagger$ This value is a possibly poor guess. \\$^\ast$ This is the impact diameter, not the ball diameter. \\$^\star$ Air restrictor removed, stronger spring.}
\label{tab:typical-ked-values}
\end{table}

\subsection{KED limits}
\textit{Risk functions} give the probability of causing damage or injury for a particular impact scenario as a function of KED. For example, a risk function for breaking skin would give you the probability that you break skin from a dart impact as a function of KED. A \textit{critical KED value} is the KED value where the probability of damaging something is 50\%. Critical KED values are given the notation $T_\text{crit}^{''}$.

All values for damaging the human body detailed below should be thought of as estimates. Use generous safety factors and choose low-risk KED limits. This information is provided to put the power of a Nerf gun into perspective so that this power may be fully respected. I do not intend to give the impression that damaging the body is difficult in Nerf, in fact, I want to give the opposite impression so that we can improve safety in this hobby.

\subsubsection{Toy standards}

Hasbro's SRS-045~\cite{fisher_hasbro_1999} sets a KED limit of \SI{1.6}{mJ/mm^2} for projectiles with a KE over \SI{80}{mJ}. This limitation is based on ISO \#8124, specifically section 4.18~\cite{bligh_re:_2010,international_organization_for_standardization_safety_2009}. Hasbro usually designs for 20\% under this limit to account for manufacturing variations~\cite{bligh_firefly_2005}. Despite this, as seen in \tabref{tab:typical-ked-values}, several Nerf blasters released by Hasbro appear to have KEDs higher than \SI{1.6}{mJ/mm^2} when tested.

% http://forums.humansvszombies.org/index.php?topic=5965.msg62135#msg62135
% > Its called the ASTM F 963 Standard for Toy Safety. Its part of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008. The actual limit is .08 Joules, I believe.
% ISO 8124, section 4.18
% ASTM F 963 Standard for Toy Safety
% Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008
% List of toy safety standards: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Toy_safety

\subsubsection{Eye injury}

Eye injury is possibly the worst injury one could suffer from a Nerf dart. Additionally, eye injury is the best studied of all the injuries detailed here. Risk functions for a variety of different types of eye injuries have been developed~\cite{kennedy_eye_2011}. These functions include:
\begin{itemize}
   \item corneal abrasion --- scratching the cornea
   \item hyphema          --- 
   \item lens damage      --- 
   \item retinal damage   --- 
   \item globe rupture    --- 
\end{itemize}

These risk functions (and others) are plotted in \figref{fig:ked-limits}. Computed probabilities of injury from these risk functions including the critical KED value (50\% probability) are listed in \tabref{tab:ked-risk}.

\begin{figure}
\begin{center}
\input{ked-limits.tex}
\end{center}
\caption{Probabilities of various injuries from projectile impact as a function of KED.}
\label{fig:ked-limits}
\end{figure}

\begin{table}
\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{lccccccccccc}
\hline
                 & \num{0.1}\% & \num{1}\%  & \num{5}\%  & \num{10}\%  & \num{25}\%  & \num{50}\%  & \num{75}\%  & \num{90}\%  & \num{95}\%  & \num{99}\%  & \num{99.9}\% \\
\hline
corneal abrasion & \num{0.20}  & \num{0.40} & \num{0.67} & \num{0.83}  & \num{1.1}   & \num{1.5}   & \num{1.8}   & \num{2.2}   & \num{2.3}   & \num{2.7}   & \num{3.0}    \\
hyphema          & \num{0.40}  & \num{1.3}  & \num{3.1}  & \num{4.5}   & \num{7.5}   & \num{11.8}  & \num{16.8}  & \num{21.9}  & \num{25.1}  & \num{31.3}  & \num{38.5}   \\
lens damage      & \num{3.4}   & \num{6.1}  & \num{9.1}  & \num{10.9}  & \num{14.0}  & \num{17.4}  & \num{20.6}  & \num{23.4}  & \num{24.9}  & \num{27.7}  & \num{30.7}   \\
retinal damage   & \num{3.1}   & \num{5.8}  & \num{9.0}  & \num{10.9}  & \num{14.2}  & \num{18.0}  & \num{21.6}  & \num{24.8}  & \num{26.6}  & \num{29.8}  & \num{33.2}   \\
globe rupture    & \num{11.5}  & \num{17.3} & \num{22.9} & \num{26.0}  & \num{31.0}  & \num{36.1}  & \num{40.8}  & \num{44.6}  & \num{46.6}  & \num{50.3}  & \num{54.0}   \\
bruising         & \num{3.7}   & \num{6.5}  & \num{9.6}  & \num{11.4}  & \num{14.6}  & \num{18.0}  & \num{21.3}  & \num{24.1}  & \num{25.7}  & \num{28.5}  & \num{31.4}   \\
breaking skin    & \num{33.4}  & \num{59.5} & \num{89.5} & \num{107.2} & \num{137.9} & \num{171.9} & \num{204.5} & \num{232.2} & \num{248.0} & \num{276.3} & \num{305.8}  \\
breaking bone    &             &            &            &             &             & \textasciitilde\num{200}   &             &             &             &             &              \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}
\caption{KED values in \si{mJ/mm^2} for certain levels of risk.}
\label{tab:ked-risk}
\end{table}

The risk functions themselves are of the form
\begin{equation}
   P_\text{injury}(T_\text{k}^{''}) = 1 - \exp\left[-\left(\frac{T_\text{k}^{''}}{\alpha}\right)^\beta\right] \ ,
\end{equation}
where $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are model constants that change for each scenario. These are given for a variety of different scenarios in \tabref{tab:ked-risk-function-parameters}.

\begin{table}
\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{lcc}
\hline
                 & $\alpha$       & $\beta$    \\
                 & (\si{mJ/mm^2}) &            \\
\hline
corneal abrasion & \num{1.67}     & \num{3.23} \\
hyphema          & \num{14.23}    & \num{1.94} \\
lens damage      & \num{19.01}    & \num{4.04} \\
retinal damage   & \num{19.83}    & \num{3.74} \\
globe rupture    & \num{38.52}    & \num{5.73} \\
bruising         & \num{19.68}    & \num{4.13} \\
breaking skin    & \num{188.4}    & \num{3.99} \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}
\caption{KED risk function parameters.}
\label{tab:ked-risk-function-parameters}
\end{table}

\subsubsection{Bruising and welting}
% TODO: Do experiments to find KED value to bruise and/or welt skin
% Bruising paper: http://www.ashdin.com/journals/jfb/F100402.aspx
% http://forums.humansvszombies.org/index.php?topic=4125.0
% http://forums.humansvszombies.org/index.php?topic=4125.msg46781#msg46781
% vidboi: "Having done the research a hit from a streamline travelling at more than 50m/s (~170fps) will cause a bruise on exposed skin, and so typically for safety purposes i'd limit blaster muzzle velocities below that. This corresponds to a flat max range of about 75 feet."
% ==> KED ~= 12 mJ/mm^2, assuming the streamline weighs 1.34 g
% http://forums.humansvszombies.org/index.php?topic=4125.msg46788#msg46788
% "The only figure I've ever found for a nominal "bruising pressure" is 150kPa and despite being unsourced and disputed it seems roughly correct as mid-level to minimum figure."
% TODO: Define welting and bruising
% Contact the author of the bruise paper for more information? http://www.gtdengineering.com/contact.html

% See 642409_1.pdf, Biomechanical characterization of soft tissue injuries
% This paper looked at bruises caused by paintballs. It shows that bruising occurs at the location of the maximum shear stress (S12). The simulation did not work at realistic shear stresses and thus it is not possible to estimate what the minimum shear stress to cause bruising is.

% http://www.omicsonline.com/open-access/2090-2697/2090-2697-3-112.pdf
% > Based on simple biomechanical analysis and estimated transmural pressures that resulted in pulmonary capillary failure, they estimated a failure hoop stress of approximately 84 kPa.

% <Spice9> In case you're interested in more anecdotal stories: I got pegged in the chest with a 1/4" steel ball weighted glue tipped dart at about ten feet from a pump-replaced 4B (no idea on its OPRV), and it left a quarter-sized bruise for a week.
% ==> KED of about 36 mJ/mm^2 according to earlier table

% TODO: Note that bruising, welting, and breaking skin do depend greatly on the location of the hit on the body. Find a citation for this?

% http://durtydan.paintballresource.org/www.durtydan.com/ddpsp/s-chron.html
% > Paintball goggles are stress tested to absorb an impact of around 320 fps. Velocities over 300 fps tend to break skin and cause severe bruising. Higher velocity paintballs have been known to cause concussions (when impacting on the temple).
% paintball mass: 3.2 g (https://home.comcast.net/~dyrgcmn/pball/paintstats.html)
% paintball diameter: 0.68 inch
% ==> KED of 57 mJ/mm^2
% http://www.covenantacres.org/act-paintball.php
% > A paintball that travels at 280 FPS can cause small bruises, while a paintball that travels faster can cause significantly more damage including severe welts and broken skin.
% ==> KED = 50 mJ/mm^2
% This might be higher because paintballs deform more than other things that were tested.

% http://blog.danallan.com/projects/science-demos/2010/paintball/
% > Katherine Nash Scafide, who is studying nursing with a specialty in forensics, recruited me to help her measure the impact force of a paintball. Her work focuses on the bruising
% http://explore.georgetown.edu/people/nashk/?action=viewgeneral&PageTemplateID=360
% nashk@georgetown.edu

Welting occurs before bruising. There is little hard data available on welts. What is certain is that welts occur before bruising. Based on some small tests ($N = 2$) performed by catbarf at the HvZ forums~\cite{catbarf_re:_2012}, a KED of about \SI{12}{mJ/mm^2} will cause welting. This is definitely not the minimum value, as carbarf only did two shots, both of which had approximately the same muzzle velocity, and both of which caused welts to appear. % see 100_0187.jpg

There is some limited data on bruising. \citet{desmoulin_method_2011} did some simple tests that can be used to find an approximate risk function for bruising. Unfortunately, they only tested one person and only had 6 data points, so the risk function is very approximate, but it is the best that can be constructed with the available data. This risk function is graphed in \figref{fig:ked-limits}. There are tabulated values of this risk function in \tabref{tab:ked-risk} and the coefficients of the risk function used are listed in \tabref{tab:ked-risk-function-parameters}.

The risk function for bruising is very close to those for lens damage and retinal damage, as can be see in \figref{fig:ked-limits}. Thus, it appears that bruising is a good proxy for whether a Nerf gun could cause significant damage to unprotected eyes, as others had suspected in the past.

\subsubsection{Breaking skin}

\citet[p.~222]{sellier_wound_1994} analyze multiple sources and suggest an average critical KED value of about \SI{175}{mJ/mm^2}. \citet{dimaio_minimal_1982} provide data that can be used to construct a risk function. Their data suggests a critical KED value of \SI{172}{mJ/mm^2}, which is consistent with others' data. As before, this risk function is tabulated in \tabref{tab:ked-risk} and the coefficients of the risk function in \tabref{tab:ked-risk-function-parameters}.

These values are for skin penetration (i.e., breaking or becoming embedded in the skin), not bruising or welting. As discussed prior to this section, bruising and welting occur are far lower KED values.

\subsubsection{Tooth damage}
% tooth avulsion (knocking out)
% Tooth damage --- See http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=23372
% ==> Doomsayer, 2 washers in dart ==> ~1.5 g
% FA used 3/0 fishing weights ==> approximate dart weight of 1.1 g
% https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n0jL37pttiE
% ~125 m/s muzzle velocity, assuming truly flat trajectory, ~80 m/s using old drag coefficient (0.34) from what I thought was "flat" shots that were not actually level as verified via a level ==> ~25 mJ/mm^2 at the low end
% Data from OldNoob suggests the muzzle velocity is much lower at about 33 m/s. Is that correct? What was his spring constant?
% ==> http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=9845 ==> "This puppy can shoot on average 115 feet."
% Analyze the case of a BB fracturing a tooth ==> use minimum KED to break skin to get a conservative estimate. BB = 0.177 in, steel ball ==> min of about 100 mJ/mm^2 based on available data
% http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=865
% THIRST on 17 September 2003: > I shot my bros tooth out
% > I used a PC at 15-20 feet with my old stefans, they had metal at the tips. Hehe, no, his teeth werent rotted, its just that my modded PC+metal tipped ammo=tooth gets knocked out
% http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=801&view=findpost&p=9151
% THIRST on 03 September 2003: my PC knocked my bro's tooth off
% http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=11087
% ==> this is thread about a video that showed someone shooting a dart attached to a string that apparently pulled someone's tooth out.

\subsubsection{Breaking bone}

Data summarized by \citet[p.~231]{sellier_wound_1994} leads to an average critical KED value of about \SI{200}{mJ/mm^2}. \citet[p.~231]{sellier_wound_1994} also suggest that a critical KED limit does not fit the data well for bone, and rather a critical velocity of about \SI{60}{m/s} fits the data better.

% http://history.amedd.army.mil/booksdocs/wwii/woundblstcs/chapter2.htm
% > Bone offered a situation similar to that found in skin. Here a minimal velocity of approximately 200 f.p.s. was necessary to effect penetration. Once penetration had been effected, any velocity remaining above the 200 f.p.s. would operate to effect deeper penetration in direct proportion to the square of the velocity and the sectional density of the missile. Penetration and damage to bone was effectively gaged by the amount of energy performing work, essentially proportional to the square of the velocity.

% Grundfest, H.: Penetration of Steel Spheres Into Bone. National Research Council, Division of Medical Sciences Office of Research and Development. Missiles Casualty Report No. 10, 20 July 1945.
% http://www.worldcat.org/title/penetration-of-steel-spheres-into-bone/oclc/81458830
% http://searchworks.stanford.edu/view/9911627
% Is this available to the public?
% I'm going to try to get Stanford's copy via ILS.

% 1001200110_ftp.pdf
% b814407.pdf

% Duke_Wintermaul mentioned a broken collar bone

% http://www.reddit.com/r/Nerf/comments/21ua7t/guess_ill_show_off_my_two_modded_airguns_to/cgh501v
% > "The energy required to break the shaft of an adult tibia or femur is only about 15 joules." -Skeletal Tissue Mechanics. By R. Bruce Martin, David B. Burr, Neil A. Sharkey (1998). Since we calculated a half inch stefan slug fire at 400fps having the kinetic energy of 7.43 joules, if it hits the clavicle at the right angle (5-15 degrees off the weakest point) it has a slight to medium chance of fracturing the bone. But the bone should not break clean through.

% sellier_wound_1994 and others suggest that a critical KED limit does not exist, but rather, a critical velocity limit of about 60 m/s does. Many Nerf guns meet this.

\subsubsection{Loss of consciousness}
% see LiterSize's and Falcon's posts mentioned above

% helmets: http://www.amazon.com/Modern-Warrior-Tactical-Helmet-Adjustable/dp/B0088UQV9S/

\subsubsection{Impact rated glasses}
% http://www.amazon.com/Global-Vision-Outfitter-Motorcycle-Glasses/dp/B000NOKNKA/ ==> these have an anti-fog coating
% http://www.amazon.com/Global-Vision-Escort-over-prescription-Eyewear/dp/B0028NEWD8/
% http://www.amazon.com/Global-Vision-over-prescription-Sunglasses-Z87-1-200/dp/B001925SZU/
% http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=22283 ==> "Eye Protection Is Key"
% http://nerfhaven.com/wiki/Eye_protection
% Look for anti-fog glasses

% Discuss how regular glasses provide minimal protection
% http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=5484&view=findpost&p=69301
% > I really wouldn't recommend using sunglasses as eye protection if you're using any powerful guns, unless they're some incredibly tough ones - I've shattered a pair from about 10' with a 1/2" PVCed singled AT2k with a mega Stefan.
% also link to broken glasses in dart accident thread

\subsubsection{Damage to clothing}
% see 732585.pdf, Ballistic limits of tissue and clothing
% also do the effect of clothing on the KED limits for skin, etc.

\subsubsection{Damage to general material}
\label{sec:general-material-damage}
% TODO: Add drawing you already have ready
% TODO: Discuss thickness of materials needed for mobstacles

\paragraph{Denting metals.} The material can be assumed to deformed in a simple manner as a simplification: the projection of the impact area deforms like a linear spring and nothing else deforms~\cite{beigel_enes220_2008}. This basic scenario is demonstrated in \figref{fig:dart-impact}.

\begin{figure}
\begin{center}
\resizebox{!}{20cm}{\input{dart-impact.pdf_t}}
\end{center}
\caption{Dart impact modeled as a simple linear spring. Boxed area is the area under stress. No other area experiences stress in this model.}
\label{fig:dart-impact}
\end{figure}

At the moment of impact, the surface and the dart move forward as one. If the mass of the part of the surface that is moving is far lower than the mass of the dart, then that mass can be ignored in the calculation. % TODO: Do calculation for the mass of the surface to make this comparison.

How much energy per unit volume can a material absorb before permanently deforming (i.e., denting, or yielding as it's called to engineers)? This energy is called $U_\text{r}$, the modulus of resilience if the linear spring model is used. If the impact area multiplied by the thickness (the minimum amount of material involved in the impact) multiplied by the modulus of resilience is larger than the kinetic energy of the projectile, the projectile is fully defeated; the target will not even be dented.

This energy can be found with Hooke's law and the work-energy theorem (the latter after being normalized per unit volume). $\sigma_\text{y}$ is the yield stress and $\varepsilon_\text{y}$ is the yield strain,

\begin{align}
   W &= \int F dx \longrightarrow \underbrace{\frac{W}{L^3}}_{W^{'''}} = \int \underbrace{\frac{F}{L^2}}_{\sigma} \underbrace{\frac{dx}{L}}_{d\,\varepsilon} \longrightarrow W^{'''} = \int \sigma d\,\varepsilon \\
   \sigma &= E \varepsilon \\
   U_\text{r} &= \int_0^{\varepsilon_\text{y}} \sigma d\,\varepsilon = \int_0^{\tfrac{\sigma_\text{y}}{E}} E \varepsilon d\,\varepsilon = \left[\frac{E \varepsilon^2}{2}\right]_0^{\tfrac{\sigma_\text{y}}{E}} = \frac{\sigma_\text{y}^2}{2 E}
\end{align}

This material property can be multiplied by the thickness of the material to find a critical KED value for that material for yielding.

\begin{equation}
   T_\text{crit}^{''} = U_\text{r} t = \frac{t \sigma_\text{y}^2}{2 E}
\end{equation}

Note that yielding really only is denting; if the KED value is less than the critical KED value, the material will completely defeat the projectile without any denting (unless fatigue is considered). This information can be directly used to determine whether eye-wear will protect against a dart.

\paragraph{Material penetration.} If the KED value is greater than the critical KED value, all that can be said is that at least the material will be slightly dented. Potentially the projectile could dent or fracture the target and bounce off. Potentially the projectile could be embedded in the target. Potentially the projectile could pass completely through the sheet. This analysis offers little indication about which is more likely. \citet{sellier_wound_1994} have some information about projectiles moving through objects they impact.

\paragraph{Material defeat.} Different critical KED values for complete defeat of the material (i.e., shooting through a material) can be found most accurately experimentally or via finite element analysis. Very rough estimates can be found from analysis similar to that for the linear elastic case. The difference is that instead of just integrating the strain out to the yielding point, you integrate out to the ultimate point.

\paragraph{Future directions.} The data for welting and bruising is inadequate. Future tests to determine what KED values will welt and bruise would be very worthwhile and not difficult to do for someone with an airgun (such that the power can be widely varied), a small scale, and a chronograph.

\subsubsection{Notes}

\paragraph{A note for the squeamish.} Most of the references containing critical KED data also have photographs of gunshot wounds that some readers may find to be disturbing. Don't look at these references if you are squeamish.

\paragraph{Why do serious eye injuries appear to be rare in the NIC and HvZ?} Given how little energy is required for serious eye damage, I'm not entirely sure why serious eye injuries are so rare. I'd guess that it's a combination of the eyes having very little surface area, a lot of folks wearing (seeing) glasses or impact-rated eye protection, people trying to avoid head shots, that most eye shots are probably not direct, and that most shots are at a distance, so that darts lose energy to drag. The eye tests represent the worst-case scenario, as they are point-blank direct shots at the eyes.

% http://history.amedd.army.mil/booksdocs/wwii/woundblstcs/chapter2.htm
% head and neck are only about 12% of body

\paragraph{Other notations.} \citet{sellier_wound_1994} use $E_\text{ths}^{'}$ for the critical kinetic energy density. ``ths'' refers to a threshold; this is the threshold to start penetrating something. This notation's use of a prime does not make sense as the primes in this context generally denote normalization with respect to one length. Two primes are necessary for normalization with respect to an area (i.e., a length squared).

\subsection{Effect of soft tips on darts}
% TODO: add section about dart tip softness along with impact analysis
% https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collision
% https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coefficient_of_restitution
% http://forums.humansvszombies.org/index.php?topic=4125.0
% http://forums.humansvszombies.org/index.php/topic,5469.msg58369.html#msg58369
% https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contact_mechanics#Classical_solutions_for_non-adhesive_elastic_contact
% The simple analysis here is very approximate, and serves mainly to gain an understanding of what factors affect dart safety. Experimental testing of soft dart tips in combination with a knowledge of the factors involved would be best.

\subsubsection{Effect of elasticity}

% TODO: \subsubsection{Effect of material damping}
% Look into the coefficient of restitution and the relationship with damping, etc.
% 
% links from years ago:
% http://www.tech.plym.ac.uk/sme/mech301/vibecont.htm
% http://books.google.com/books?id=q034u2kLAagC
% http://www.farrat.com/vibration_theory.html
% http://www.farrat.com/products/neoprene.html
% http://ddl.me.cmu.edu/ddwiki/index.php/Ski_boot_walking_attachment#Conclusions_4
% http://www.corryrubber.com/main/ns/62/doc/56/category/1/_id/1
% http://wikis.controltheorypro.com/Hysteretic_Damping
% http://www.farrat.com/products/nbr_svai.html
% http://www.earsc.com/pdfs/engineering/designforquietwhtpper.pdf

\subsection{Metal-free darts}
% http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=21517
% http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=22245
% http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=23211
% http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=23349
% http://nerfsg.freeforums.org/foam-dart-types-safety-guide-t3711.html
% TODO: Look more into metal-free darts, including the motivations for such. Ask Kane for his thoughts. http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showuser=32555
% http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=22245&view=findpost&p=312137
% Kane: > When I can sell darts, I will, but I don't want to be responsible for some kid getting hit edgewise by a flying metal disc at 300 fps, so I'm not going to sell any more of it.

%DarkMyst-#nerfchat.log:191419:May 25 23:34:39 <kanethemediocre>   No stampede, it just amazes me that no one seemed to care that people were shooting metal and hotglue bullets at each other

% Using softer materials makes sense, but I've also heard that metal bits have a tendency to break off and hit people directly. Some folks in Singapore just focus on having no exposed metal, rather than totally avoiding metal.

\section{Safety testing}

\subsection{Objective testing}

\paragraph{Chronograph, scale, and calipers.} A chronograph, a small scale, and potentially some calipers can be used to find KED\@. Measure the muzzle velocity of the blaster, the mass of the dart, and the diameter of the dart. These numbers can be directly plugged into the KED equation.

\paragraph{Ballistic pendulum.} A ballistic pendulum can be used to directly find the kinetic energy of the dart, and from there the KED can be found by dividing the KE by the minimum area. A ballistic pendulum is far easier to build than a homemade chronograph, as it only involves a pendulum and some weighted target for the projectile. A styrofoam target should work nicely for Nerf applications.

\paragraph{Material penetration.} Using the information in the ``Damage to material'' section above, one can figure out what thickness of a certain material is necessary to dent it. Practically speaking, however, this is not useful as denting any material a Nerf gun could easily shoot through like cardboard is very simple.

Empirical testing with a sheet of cardboard, aluminum foil, or something similar can find the KED necessary to penetrate the sheet, and this sheet can then be used to test whether the KED of a blaster is below or above a certain limit.

\subsection{Subjective tests}

\section{Suggestions for Nerfers}

% Get a chrono and scale, test your darts

% Wear eye protection that covers the temples.

% Consider wearing a mouth guard.

% Use darts with softer tips

% Develop rules to encourage safety at your local wars (going beyond just dart safety)

\section{Material properties}
% http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0092824087800435 : "Twenty-eight persons were examined in both eyes and a mean value of Young's modulus for the cornea was calculated to 2.45 × 10^4±0.57 × 10^4 N/m^2 (S.D.)."
% http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/0021929086901351 ==> "The mechanical properties of the rabbits and human cornea"
% https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17985801 ==> "Determination of the elastic modulus of the human cornea"
% list modulus of elasticity of the following materials:
% cork
% hot glue (EVA)
% steel
% foam (Nerf dart, 8213K4)
% human eye
% felt bumpers (8771K61, 8771K32, 8771K12, 8771K22)
% erasers
%    http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=23211
% silicone
%   http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=21114
%   http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=23071
%   http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=23609
% earplugs
% http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=23212
% http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=5402
% craft foam
% http://nerfhaven.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=12460

\subsection{Conversion from hardness to modulus of elasticity}
% how to convert between different types of hardness and modulus of elasticity
% https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shore_durometer
% 
% Shore A to elastic modulus:
% http://www.eng-tips.com/viewthread.cfm?qid=172640&page=107
% http://www.simritna.com/catalog/o-ring/98physics_rubber.htm
% http://polymerfem.com/showthread.php?779-Viscoelastic-Matrial
% ScienceDirect - Dental Materials : The relationship between Shore hardness of elastomeric dental materials and Young's modulus
% http://forum.onlineconversion.com/showthread.php?t=4829
% http://www.eng-tips.com/viewthread.cfm?qid=142888&page=10
% http://polymerfem.com/showthread.php?20-Neoprene-rubber
% http://books.google.com/books?id=Q-d50ibrGiUC&lpg=PA364&ots=aDzAkvV1kc&dq=shore%20a%20hardness%20conversion%20elastic%20modulus&pg=PA364#v=onepage&q=shore%20a%20hardness%20conversion%20elastic%20modulus&f=false

%\section{Future directions}
% Subjective dart pain tests that were blinded

\section*{Special thanks}

Special thanks to Blood Angel at NerfHaven for some useful discussions by private message which improved the quality of this report.

\section*{Future directions}

I have a few planned sections for this document:
\begin{itemize}
   \item a section on the effect of material damping, that is, energy converted to heat due to internal friction.
   \item a section analyzing Nerf gun safety data from NEISS, a database of product injury reports.
   \item a section analyzing the effect of clothing on KED limits (clothing increases the KED limit for skin).
   \item a table 
\end{itemize}
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